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The Spectator Aug 15 2021
Catalogue of the Mercantile Library of the City of Brooklyn Jun 20 2019
Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Shipping Dec 19 2021
cataloque of works relating to william shakespeare and his writings in the barton collection boston public library Jun
13 2021
The Athenæum Aug 23 2019
Catalogue of the Mercantile Library of the City of Brooklyn Sep 16 2021
Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1876 Oct 05 2020 The Lloyd's Register of Shipping records the details of merchant vessels
over 100 gross tonnes, which are self-propelled and sea-going, regardless of classification. Before the time, only
those vessels classed by Lloyd's Register were listed. Vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name.
Die kulturelle Rezeption der Ophelia vom elisabethanischen Zeitalter zur visuellen Repräsentation im 20. Jahrhundert
Mar 22 2022 Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2006 im Fachbereich Anglistik - Literatur, Note: 1,0, Friedrich-AlexanderUniversität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Veranstaltung: Proseminar Hamlets and Their Women, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: In
William Shakespeares Hamlet taucht die Nebenfigur Ophelia in sechs von zwanzig Szenen auf. Ihre Geschichte weist in dem
Drama also unzählige Leerstellen auf, die jeder Interpret anders füllen kann. Die folgende Arbeit soll, beginnend in
der Zeit der Entstehung des Dramas, chronologisch die wichtigsten Stationen in der Rezeptionsgeschichte der Figur, der
Aufnahme und Wirkungen, die diese "durch jeweils verschiedene Epochen hindurch ausgeübt hat" (Nünning 462), im Theater,
in der bildenden Kunst, der Literatur, der Literaturkritik, im Film und in der Psychiatrie erläutern. Der Stand der
psychiatrischen Forschung wird dabei untrennbar mit ihrer Darstellung verbunden sein, ist sie oft doch der Prototyp der
wahnsinnigen Frau, wie man mit weiblichem Wahnsinn im jeweiligen Jahr-hundert auch immer umgehen mag. Dabei wird
hauptsächlich die britische Repräsentation berücksichtigt werden, doch, wenn besonders einflussreich, auch jene in
anderen Ländern. Elaine Showalter schrieb, dass es nicht eine "wahre" Ophelia gebe, "but perhaps only a Cubist Ophelia
of multiple perspectives, more than the sum of all her parts" (Showalter 1985, 238). Die folgende Arbeit wird
versuchen, die meisten Seiten des Kubus Ophelia zu beleuchten.
The Myth and Madness of Ophelia Jun 01 2020 The Myth and Madness of Ophelia explores the visual representation of one
of Shakespeare's most intriguing and popular heroines, from her earliest appearance in 18th-century illustrated
editions of Hamlet to the present. Artists represented here include Benjamin West, Eughne Delacroix, Julia Margaret
Cameron, Edward Steichen, Gwen John, Alfred Hitchcock, and Louise Bourgeois
Shakespeare in the Theatre: Sarah Siddons and John Philip Kemble Jun 25 2022 Siblings Sarah Siddons (1755–1831) and
John Philip Kemble (1757–1823) were the most famous British actors of the late-18th and early-19th centuries. Through
their powerful acting and meticulous conceptualisation of Shakespeare's characters and their worlds, they created
iconic interpretations of Shakespeare's major roles that live on in our theatrical and cultural memory. This book
examines the actors' long careers on the London stage, from Siddons's debut in 1782 to Kemble's retirement in 1817,
encompassing Kemble's time as theatre manager, when he sought to foreground their strengths as Shakespearean performers
in his productions. Over the course of more than thirty years, Siddons and Kemble appeared opposite one another in many
Shakespeare plays, including King John, Henry VIII, Coriolanus and Macbeth. The actors had to negotiate two major
Shakespeare scandals: the staging of Vortigern – a fake Shakespearean play – in 1796 and the Old Price Riots of 1809,
during which the audience challenged Siddons's and Kemble's perceived attempts to control Shakespeare. Fiona Ritchie
examines the siblings' careers, focusing on their collaborations, as well as placing Siddons's and Kemble's Shakespeare
performances in the context of contemporary 18th- and 19th-century drama. The volume not only offers a detailed
consideration of London theatre, but also explores the importance of provincial performance to the actors, notably in
the case of Hamlet – a role in which both appeared across Britain and in Ireland.
Ophelia's Muse Dec 27 2019 "I'll never want to draw anyone else but you. You are my muse. Without you there is no art
in me." With her pale, luminous skin and cloud of copper-colored hair, nineteen-year-old Lizzie Siddal looks nothing
like the rosy-cheeked ideal of Victorian beauty. Working in a London milliner's shop, Lizzie stitches elegant bonnets
destined for wealthier young women, until a chance meeting brings her to the attention of painter and poet Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. Enchanted both by her ethereal appearance and her artistic ambitions--quite out of place for a shop
girl--Rossetti draws her into his glittering world of salons and bohemian soirees. Lizzie begins to sit for some of the
most celebrated members of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, posing for John Everett Millais as Shakespeare's Ophelia,
for William Holman Hunt--and especially for Rossetti, who immortalizes her in countless paintings as his namesake's
beloved Beatrice. The passionate visions Rossetti creates on canvas are echoed in their intense affair. But while

Lizzie strives to establish herself as a painter and poet in her own right, betrayal, illness, and addiction leave her
struggling to save her marriage and her sense of self. Rita Cameron weaves historical figures and vivid details into a
complex, unconventional love story, giving voice to one of the most influential yet overlooked figures of a fascinating
era--a woman who is both artist and inspiration, long gazed upon, but until now, never fully seen. An excerpt from
Ophelia’s Muse Rossetti stood behind the canvas, pretending to study Deverell's painting while he admired its model.
Despite Deverell's enthusiastic descriptions, Rossetti was completely unprepared for the glorious woman before him. She
seemed to be from another age, as if she had sprung to life from an antique painting of an Italian saint. Seated before
the window, her hair cast a slight golden glow in the afternoon sun, like a halo. She could not have been more perfect
if he had sculpted her from marble with his own hands. Deverell claimed that he had found the perfect Viola, but this
girl was far too beautiful to pose as some love-sick page. She was clearly meant to sit for the great heroines of
history and myth, and Rossetti vowed to paint her as a queen. "Miss Siddal, has anyone ever told you that you were
surely crafted by the gods in order to be painted? If you don't believe that yours is a beauty for the ages, you
underestimate yourself." The force of his words struck Lizzie, and she wondered if he was serious, and if it could be
true. Was this the thing that she had always been waiting for? Was she really meant to inspire great artists? Her head
buzzed with the possibility, but the very allure of the idea felt dangerous...
Ophelia Feb 09 2021 It is astonishing how deeply the figure of Ophelia has been woven into the fabric of Spanish
literature and the visual arts – from her first appearance in eighteenth-century translations of Hamlet, through
depictions by seminal authors such as Espronceda, Bécquer and Lorca, to turn-of-the millennium figurations. This
provocative, gendered figure has become what both male and female artists need her to be – is she invisible, a victim,
mad, controlled by the masculine gaze, or is she an agent of her own identity? This well-documented study addresses
these questions in the context of Iberia, whose poets, novelists and dramatists writing in Spanish, Catalan and
Galician, as well as painters and photographers, have brought Shakespeare’s heroine to life in new guises. Ophelia
performs as an authoritative female author, as new perspectives reflect and authorise the gender diversity that has
gained legitimacy in Spanish society since the political Transition.
Sympathy, Sensibility and the Literature of Feeling in the Eighteenth Century Jan 08 2021 What makes it possible for
self-interest, cruelty and violence to become part of the benevolent, compassionate ideology of eighteenth-century
sensibility? This book explores forms of emotional response, including sympathy, tears, swoons and melancholia through
a range of eighteenth-century literary, philosophical and scientific texts.
Die Shakespeare-Illustration (1594-2000): Katalog: Abbildungen 1494-3000 Feb 21 2022
Hamlet: A Critical Reader Nov 25 2019 Hamlet remains the most-studied of all Shakespeare's great tragedies. This
collection of newly-commissioned essays gives readers an overview of past critical views of the play as well as new
writing about the play from today's leading scholars. The range of perspectives offered makes the book an invaluable
companion to anyone studying the play at an advanced level. The final chapter on learning and teaching resources is
particularly useful as a guide for further study.
Shakespeare's Women and the Fin de Siècle Jan 20 2022 Shakespeare's Women and the Fin de Siècle illuminates the most
iconoclastic performances of Shakespeare's heroines in late Victorian theatre, through the celebrity, commentary, and
wider careers of the actresses who played them. By bringing together fin-de-siècle performances of Shakespeare and
contemporary Victorian drama for the first time, this book illuminates the vital ways in which fin-de-siècle
Shakespeare and contemporary Victorian theatre culture conditioned each other. Actresses' movements between Shakespeare
and fin-de-siècle roles reveal the collisions and unexpected consonances between apparently independent areas of the
fin-de-siècle repertory. Performances including Ellen Terry's Lady Macbeth, Madge Kendal's Rosalind, and Lillie
Langtry's Cleopatra illuminate fin-de-siècle Shakespeare's lively intersections with cultural phenomena including the
'Jack the Ripper' killings, Aestheticism, the suicide craze, and the rise of metropolitan department stores. If, as
previous studies have shown, Shakespeare was everywhere in Victorian culture, Sophie Duncan explores the surprising
ways in which late-Victorian culture, from Dracula to pornography, and from Ruskin to the suffragettes, inflected
Shakespeare. Via a wealth of unpublished archival material, Duncan reveals women's creative networks at the fin de
siècle, and how Shakespearean performance traditions moved between actresses via little-studied performance
genealogies. At the same time, controversial new stage business made fin-de-siècle Shakespeare as much a crucible for
debates over gender roles and sexuality as plays by Ibsen and Shaw. Increasingly, actresses' creative networks
encompassed suffragist activists, who took personal inspiration from star Shakespearean actresses. From a Salome-esque
Juliet to a feminist Paulina, fin-de-siècle actresses created cultural legacies which Shakespeare-in-performance still
negotiates today.
Index-catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United States Army Sep 23 2019
Catalogue of an Extensive Collection of Fine and Rare Prints, Mar 30 2020
Clandestine Erotic Fiction in English 1800–1930 May 24 2022 This work offers bibliographical descriptions of all
printings of erotic fiction in English issued clandestinely during the period 1800-1930. By 'clandestine' is meant
books whose publishers and printers attempt to hide their identities, usually by offering title pages whose misleading
places and dates of publication may shock and amuse, but which always aim to mystify. Using internal and external
evidence, an attempt is made to establish who were the printers, booksellers and publishers, English and Continental,
involved in this trade. The printing families or 'groups' into which a large percentage of the material falls are
classified, accompanied by illustrations which identify the main printing characteristics ('house styles') of the
groups. Bibliographical descriptions follow a checklist of clandestine catalogues; these provide valuable evidence for
dating, pricing and 'sales pitch' and information on items of which no copies can now be traced. The work concludes
with a series of appendices which provide significant external evidence, and three indexes: of themes, titles and
names. Peter Mendes' original research builds on and significantly extends the essential pioneer work of the Victorian
collector and bibliographer H.S. Ashbee ('Pisanus Fraxi').
Catalogue of the Works of William Shakespeare, Original and Translated Aug 27 2022
Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1883 May 12 2021 The Lloyd's Register of Shipping records the details of merchant vessels
over 100 gross tonnes, which are self-propelled and sea-going, regardless of classification. Before the time, only
those vessels classed by Lloyd's Register were listed. Vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name.
Novel Ideas Aug 03 2020 This concise yet comprehensive study explores innovative practice in the novel and, from the
perspective of creative writing, the astonishing resilience of the novel form. It offers a practical guide to the many
possibilities available to the writer of the novel, with each chapter offering exercises to encourage innovation and to
expand the creative writer's narrative skills. Beginning with early iterations of the novel in the 17th century, this
book follows the evocation of innovation in the novel through Realism, Modernism, Postmodernism and into today's
dizzying array of digital and interactive possibilities. While guiding the reader through the possibilities available
(in both genre and literary fiction), this book encourages both aspiring and established writers to produce novels with
imagination, playfulness and gravitas. Dynamic and interactive, this text is distinctive in offering a grounding in the
literary history of the novel, while also equipping readers to write in the form themselves. It is an essential

resource for any student of creative writing, or anyone with an interest in writing their own novel.
Resuscitating Ophelia Jul 26 2022
Jahrbuch der Deutschen Shakespeare-Gesellschaft Nov 06 2020
Jenaische Zeitschrift für Naturwissenschaft Oct 29 2022
Notes and Queries Jan 28 2020
Catalogue of the Barton Collection Dec 07 2020
Catalogue of the Barton Collection, Boston Public Library Sep 28 2022
Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1878 Apr 11 2021 The Lloyd's Register of Shipping records the details of merchant vessels
over 100 gross tonnes, which are self-propelled and sea-going, regardless of classification. Before the time, only
those vessels classed by Lloyd's Register were listed. Vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name.
Ophelia and Victorian Visual Culture Mar 10 2021 Kimberly Rhodes's interdisciplinary book is the first to explore
fully the complicated representational history of Shakespeare's Ophelia during the Victorian period. In nineteenthcentury Britain, the shape, function and representation of women's bodies were typically regulated and interpreted by
public and private institutions, while emblematic fictional female figures like Ophelia functioned as idealized
templates of Victorian womanhood. Rhodes examines the widely disseminated representations of Ophelia, from works by
visual artists and writers, to interpretations of her character in contemporary productions of Hamlet, revealing her as
a nexus of the struggle for the female body's subjugation. By considering a broad range of materials, including works
by Anna Lea Merritt, Elizabeth Siddal, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and John Everett Millais, and paying special attention
to images women produced, Rhodes illuminates Ophelia as a figure whose importance crossed class and national
boundaries. Her analysis yields fascinating insights into 'high' and mass culture and enables transnational comparisons
that reveal the compelling associations among Ophelia, gender roles, body image and national identity.
Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, Vol 1 Jul 22 2019 Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, A Checklist,
1700-1974, Volume one of Two, contains an Author Index, Title Index, Series Index, Awards Index, and the Ace and
Belmont Doubles Index.
Live Stock Journal Jul 02 2020
Catalogue of the Works of William Shakespeare, Original and Traslated, Together with the Shakespeariana Embraced in
the Barton Collection of the Boston Public Library Oct 17 2021
Catalogue of the Library of Congress Apr 30 2020
The Internationalization of Intellectual Exchange in a Globalizing Europe, 1636–1780 Apr 23 2022 This book studies the
phenomenon of "cultural transfer" via a gallery of case studies from Europe’s early modernity. Perhaps its most
original feature is to relate the European phenomenon to events in Europe’s "East" (Central Europe) and developing
practices of European Orientalism in the Middle East and India.
Ophelia's Fan: A Novel Sep 04 2020 "Reconstructs the vibrantly intoxicating atmosphere of the theatrical world in the
early nineteenth century. Lavishly romantic." --Booklist Christine Balint reimagines the bittersweet life of Harriet
Smithson, the tragedienne who brought Shakespeare to the French. Born in County Clare, Ireland, in 1800, Harriet is
left in the care of the elderly priest Father Barrett, and is brought up on Lamb's Shakespeare, lime-sherbet sweets,
and prayer. A child of traveling players, her ultimate inheritance is Covent Garden, London, the green room, and the
theater's rough magic. With the arrival of Charles Kemble's English Theatre troupe in Paris in 1827, the Odeon Theatre
is awash with the drama and music of Shakespeare. Harriet is Ophelia. The French Romantics swoon, traffic stops, and
the high-society women plait straw in their hair in honor of her mad Ophelia. The fiery composer Hector Berlioz falls
in love. In Ophelia's Fan, Balint re-creates the texture and breadth of the nineteenth century and brings alive Harriet
Smithson; the actress and the woman, her roles and her loves. Reading group guide included.
Shakespeare's Hamlet, Prince of Denmark Jul 14 2021
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